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Overview

I. Where were the lawyers?
II.Where is the law?
III. What now?



I. “Macroprudential”
(Clement 2010)

The first appearance of the term in a public 
document seems to date back to 1986. The 
ECSC report on Recent innovations in 
international banking (Cross Report) 
devotes a few paragraphs to the discussion 
of the concept of “macroprudential policy”… 
as a policy that promotes “the safety and 
soundness of the broad financial system and 
payments mechanism” (citation omitted)
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I. Where were the lawyers? 
(Meissner 1985, MacCallum 1987)
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I. “Macroprudential” 
circa 1985-1987
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• Context: 
• Sovereign debt crisis and money center banks
• Tension between microprudential and 

macroprudential objectives
• “Macroprudential” is concerned with …

• Stability of financial system as a whole
• International financial stability
• Political economy
• (Big) bank-government* nexus

• State Department is a macroprudential
agency



I. “Macroprudential” in English-
language Law Journals 
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We are all macro-
prudential now



I. “Macroprudential” Now(ish)
• Financial instability and financial 

regulatory response
• Money (Blair 2010, Ricks 2015, Desan

2015)
• Regulatory cycles (Gerding 2013)
• Legal ethics (Gray 2016)
• Political economy (Levitin 2010, Hockett 

& Omarova 2017)
• Law and macro (Listokin 2016)
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II. Where Is the Law?
• Instrumental (what “law” do we need to 

achieve XYZ policy objective, rules anchor 
expectations, law as intervention)

• Constitutional (global and regional 
integration, federalism, fiscal and monetary 
policy, public debt)

• Institutional (agency and firm structure,  
regulatory authority)

• Private law (contracts, norms)
• Endogeneity problem (regulatory cycle, 

boundary-drawing, “safe asset” construction)
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II. Constitutions and Budgets



II. Employment, Regulation



II. Contracts and Money
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III. What Now?
(Sources: ESRB, FSB)
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III. What Now?
• Law as source vs. instrument
• Law and macro: basic questions of authority 

(eg, federalism), legitimacy, distribution

… back to …

• Bank-government nexus
• International political economy
• New frame, old toolkit
• New tools?
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